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The State and Development in Ethiopia 1992

this book is about misguided development it shows how a state dedicated development
strategy can destroy the productive capacities of people and their means of livelihood
it is a major new account of ethiopia s contemporary socioeconomic and political
history and its future development problems and prospects ethiopia s most recent
history has been marked by a fusion of famine ecological disaster and massive poverty
this despite the country s considerable resources fertile land not yet under intensive
cultivation grazing land underused and enormous water resources poorly exploited little
research has been done to explain this incongruity girma kebbede fills in this gap by
providing a thorough examination of major socioeconomic and political factors that have
kept the majority of the ethiopian population poor and extremely vulnerable to adverse
natural phenomena the post revolutionary political and socioeconomic transformation of
ethiopia resulted in the establishment of a highly authoritarian state controlled by a
small bureaucratic elite that retained power through force and intimidation and
appropriated surplus by virtue of its control of state power and major sectors of the
economy the author argues that as a result of the state s ill conceived development
strategies and priorities and its intrusiveness into all aspects of social and economic
life the country was thrown into a perilous economic condition with social dislocation
and political instability this book will be of interest to development policymakers
environmentalists development aid donors and non governmental organizations involved in
development activities in africa as well as to undergraduate and graduate students
taking courses in economics political science geography ecology sociology and
demography

Church and State in Ethiopia, 1270-1527 1972

this book is an attempt to reconstruct the history of christian ethiopia during a
period when the state suddenly grew into an extensive empire bringing under its control
a large number of pagan falashe and muslim peoples

Ethiopia and Political Renaissance in Africa 2006

the federal democratic republic of ethiopia has made fresh attempts to deal with the
intra state challenges to the nation state in multi ethnic societies this book examines
how that country is trying to implement a programme of decentralising state power to
ethnically based regional constituencies which could be of interest to other countries
in africa the study reveals that the ethiopian experiment questions conventional images
of polyethnic states this book presents a practical example of the formulation of new
approaches towards ethnicity federalism and objective nation statehood attempting to
examine the changing meaning of ethnicity and nationalism throughout history in western
europe to discuss how they impacted on state formations in africa and to consider why
ethiopia stands unique in the process of state building versus ethnicity the study
elaborates the factors which convinced the new ethiopian leadership to embark on such a
revolutionary path one on which each of the country s nations nationalities and peoples
is guaranteed the right to self government self determination and even independence
federalism and the transition to democracy

Ethiopia, the United States, and the Soviet Union 1986

the united states and its western allies donate mil lions of dollars in emergency aid
to alleviate the effects of the ethiopian famine despite this aid the marxist regime in
ethiopia continues resolutely hos tile to the united states and a firm friend to the
soviet union whose emergency aid has been minimal moreover the regime is pressing ahead
vigorously with its socialist programs of population resettlement agricultural
collectivization and state control of the economy even though these pro grams may
aggravate the effects of the famine this important book based on extensive first hand
knowledge traces events in ethiopia over the last decade or so and offers much new
information korn shows how ethiopia switched from being an ally of the united states to
an ally of the soviet union and how various efforts by the united states to regain
ethiopia s friendship have failed he dis cusses the coming to power of colonel mengistu
his ruthless methods and his utter commitment to marxism leninism korn explores the
effects of marxist rule and the famine on the ethiopian people he looks at the civil
war in eritrea and tigray and at other threats to the regime from both inside and
outside the country and explores how the situation is likely to develop in the
immediate future

Ethiopia and the State of Democracy 2007

explaining the issues and what is at stake in the current turmoil between ethiopia and
her neighbors including somalia this informative and authoritative study presents the
history of diplomatic relations and shifting alliances between the united states and
ethiopia in the context of cold war politics the roles of the ethiopian jews and the
ethiopian diaspora in the west
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The Ethiopian State at the Crossroads 1999

this book examines the interplay and tensions between hegemonic and counter hegemonic
language policy and processes in tigray a regional state of ethiopia in the period of
pre and post 1991 viewing language use and language policy as dynamic social and
ideological processes the book presents ethiopia as an example of language policy
creation and implementation over time in a highly volatile political context the case
of ethiopia is unique in that different language policies and practices were put in
place as the country s leaders changed through political takeovers declared language
policies were not always implemented and those implemented were often protested the
book starts with an overview and review of language policy and planning followed by a
chapter on the history of such planning in ethiopia it then presents the methodology
used for the study and examines the appropriation of hegemonic lpp patterns of
resistance schools and public sites as centers of resistance and the emergence and
development of specific patterns of language use in different regions of the country
the book ends with recommendations for future research and draws the overall conclusion
that since lpp is a dynamic and multilayered contextual process official or de facto
language policy is often undermined by overt or covert unofficial language policies
ideologies mechanisms and agents that result in different patterns of language use

Ethiopia and the United States 2009

traces the cultural and political history of the oromo their colonisation and
incorporation into teh modern state of ethiopia and their long struggle for self
determination and democracy focusing on the development of class and nation class
contradictions manifested in the continuing crisis of the ethiopian state jalata
examines why the reorganisation of the state in the 70s and 90s failed to change the
nature of ethiopian colonialism

Society and State in Ethiopian History 2012-01-01

an historical overview of ethiopia s transformation from a multicultural empire into a
modern nation state provides the gist of one scholar s knowledge of this country
acquired over several decades the author of numerous works on ethiopia markakis
presents here an overarching concise historical profile of a momentous effort to
integrate a multicultural empire into a modern nation state the concept of nation state
formation provides the analytical framework within which this process unfolds and the
changes of direction it takes under different regimes as well as a standard for
assessing its progress and shortcomings at each stage over a century old the process is
still far from completion and its ultimate success is far from certain in the author s
view there are two majorobstacles that need to be overcome two frontiers that need to
be crossed to reach the desired goal the first is the monopoly of power inherited from
the empire builders and zealously guarded ever since by a ruling class of abyssinian
origin the descendants of the people subjugated by the empire builders remain excluded
from power a handicap that breeds political instability and violent conflict the second
frontier is the arid lowlands on the margins of the state where the process of
integration has not yet reached and where resistance to it is greatest until this
frontier is crossed the ethiopian state will not have the secure borders that a mature
nation state requires john markakis is a political historian who has devoted a
professional lifetime to the study of ethiopia and its neighbours in the horn of africa
he has published several books and many articles on this area

Language Policy in Ethiopia 2021-03-22

everyday practices of state building interrogates the question about how to reinstate
movement to our conceptualisation of state formation in africa at a time in which the
continent witnesses profound social and political transformations inscribed in
increasingly globalised and localised dynamics the book revisits key theories of the
state adopting a detailed empirical approach that studies how state power operates in
the everyday it locates the mutual constitution of state and society in the wide set of
scalar processes that articulate how state power structures social life and
simultaneously creates the conditions of possibility for new openings and social
formations drawing on five qualitative fieldworks in ethiopia between 2006 and 2018 the
book identify some important challenges that the ruling ethiopian peoples revolutionary
democratic front eprdf has encountered in institutionalising power through the
developmental state an ambitious model of state mediated economic liberalisation
intended to fulfil the broader re organisation of the ethiopian state along ethnic
federalism since 1991 the case studies discuss how policies of resettlement
decentralisation agriculture commercialisation entrepreneurship and industrialisation
inscribed dynamics of inclusion and exclusion in both rural and urban areas against
these profound transformations beneficiaries casted new meanings to land place and work
along struggles to secure reproduction interrogating the notions of scale and
performativity the book revisits dominant approaches that in african studies read state
formation along centre periphery relations and ascribe cultural interpretations to the
work of state power in the everyday ultimately contributing to important discussions
about authoritarianism and ethnonationalism in contemporary ethiopia oxford studies in
african politics and international relations is a series for scholars and students
working on african politics and international relations and related disciplines volumes
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concentrate on contemporary developments in african political science political economy
and international relations such as electoral politics democratization decentralization
the political impact of natural resources the dynamics and consequences of conflict and
the nature of the continent s engagement with the east and west comparative and mixed
methods work is particularly encouraged case studies are welcomed but should
demonstrate the broader theoretical and empirical implications of the study and its
wider relevance to contemporary debates the series focuses on sub saharan africa
although proposals that explain how the region engages with north africa and other
parts of the world are of interest series editors nic cheeseman professor of democracy
and international development university of birmingham ricardo soares de oliveira
professor of the international politics of africa university of oxford peace medie
senior lecturer school of sociology politics and international studies university of
bristol

Oromia and Ethiopia 2005

this book takes stock of political reform in ethiopia and the transformation of
ethiopian society since the adoption of multi party politics and ethnic federalism in
1991 decentralization attempted democratization via ethno national representation and
partial economic liberalization have reconfigured ethiopian society and state in the
past two decades yet as the contributors to this volume demonstrate democracy in
ethiopia has not changed the authority structures and the culture of centralist
decision making of the past the political system is tightly engineered and controlled
from top to bottom by the ruling ethiopian peoples revolutionary democratic front eprdf
navigating between its 1991 announcements to democratise the country and its aversion
to power sharing the eprdf has established a de facto one party state that enjoys
considerable international support this ruling party has embarked upon a technocratic
developmental state trajectory ostensibly aimed at depoliticizing national policy and
delegitimizing alternative courses the contributors analyze the dynamics of
authoritarian state building political ethnicity electoral politics and state society
relations that have marked the ethiopian polity since the downfall of the socialist
derg regime chapters on ethnic federalism revolutionary democracy opposition parties
the press the judiciary state religion and state foreign donor relations provide the
most comprehensive and thought provoking review of contemporary ethiopian national
politics to date this book is based on a special issue of the journal of eastern
african studies

Ethiopia 2011

this book is a contribution to the global history of the transfer of political ideas as
exemplified by the case of modern ethiopia like many non european nation states
ethiopia adopted a western model of statehood that is the nation state unlike the
postcolonial polities that have retained the mode of statehood imposed on them by their
colonial powers ethiopia was never successfully colonized leaving its ruling elite free
to select a model of modern western statehood in 1931 via japan they adopted the model
of unitary ethnolinguistically homogenous nation state in turn copied by tokyo in 1889
from the german empire founded in 1871 following the ethiopian revolution 1974 that
overthrew the imperial system the new revolutionary elite promised to address the
nationality question through the marxist leninist model the soviet model of
ethnolinguistic federalism originally derived from austria hungary was introduced in
ethiopia first in 1992 and officially with the 1995 constitution to this day the
politics of modern ethiopia is marked by the tension between these two opposed models
of the essentially central european type of statehood the late 19th century german
german quarrel on the proper model of national statehood for germany or more broadly
modern central europe remains the quarrel of ethiopian politics nowadays the book will
be useful for scholars of ethiopian and african history and politics and also offers a
case in comparative studies on the subject of different models of national statehood
elsewhere

Everyday Practices of State Building in Ethiopia
2022-08-18

this book provides a comprehensive multi sector analysis of ethiopia s development
project which has rightly been regarded as one of the development success stories of
recent decades the book will interest scholars in african studies political science and
development studies in addition to those with specific interests in ethiopia

The Political Crisis in Ethiopia and the Role of the
United States 1992

scientific study from the year 2020 in the subject politics topic public international
law and human rights wolkite university course political science and internationhal
relations language english abstract this paper examines the constitutional and legal
derogations or limitations to which the enjoyment of human rights could be subjected
during a period of a state of emergency in ethiopia and explores ethiopia s
compatibility to international human rights standards the scope of the research is
general and broad because of which it was not possible to identify and elaborate on
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each and every legislation and provisions that are inconsistent with constitutional and
international human rights principles and propose recommendations for example regarding
how courts national human right institutions and etcetera are handling domestic
application of international human rights instruments is not the scope here the
research approach for this study was qualitative one as a matter of the fact that the
issue of human rights is subtle and the lack of adequate data system of the legal
system a multi methodology approach was deployed data collection tools employed is a
document analysis qualitative interview and literature review the study concludes that
the declaration of emergency and the resultant derogation of human rights has been the
normal form of exercise of state of sovereignty in ethiopia in addition to the
governing norms and principles the country use as a precondition to justify the need to
take emergency measures and giving power to the concerned organ a proper institutional
and procedural mechanism of checking and necessary control against a possible abuse of
emergency powers is vital

State and Land in Ethiopian History 1966

this book offers a new understanding of the workings of the everyday ethiopian state
through analysis of the everyday politics of state society relations

Reconfiguring Ethiopia: The Politics of Authoritarian
Reform 2016-04-22

this book critically assesses the impact of ethiopia s policy of agriculture
development led industrialization employing qualitative and quantitative analysis it
presents empirical evidence suggesting persistent economic growth the research
highlights improvements in infrastructure health care education poverty alleviation as
well reductions in infant mortality rate the impact of this economic growth has however
had led to only slight improvements in the plight of the poor the author argues that
while significant steps have been achieved with measurable economic gains there are
still undeniable obstacles within the federal system prevailing patron client
relationships constraints on state capacity to efficiently and effectively implement
policy and bureaucratic rent seeking in the provision of public goods the author
concludes that these problems will have to be resolved before ethiopia s political
economy can achieve the stage of sustainable development

Point Four Report to Ethiopia on Ten Years of Joint
Technical and Economic Cooperation Between the United
States of America and the Imperial Ethiopian Government
1962

international relations of specific african countries have been grotesquely overlooked
under the pretext of information insufficiency but africa is a visceral part of the
international community and failure to efficiently represent it in the 21st century
international relations is quite an annihilation scourge this is so because africa
presents opportunities and challenges in this world of globalization in the
international relations of ethiopia peter both examines the ancient and contemporary
international relations of ethiopia from a unique perspective a perspective that
combines the cultural context social work and international relations in order to
effectively analyse the impact of interstate relations from macro to micro levels of
the ethiopian society in so doing he proposes a foreign policy course which addresses
various aspects of ethiopian foreign relations he proposes unilateral and multilateral
courses of action to resolve the pressing issue of the nile politics increased
involvement in the conflict resolution regime in the continent and the search for inter
african economic regime as opposed to reliance on lome conventions gatt talks and wto
which basically do nothing for african if those institutions did provide any thing for
africa the west would prefer hibernation to engagement it is a transparent poppycock
which requires no rocket science peter also proposes that colonial boundaries in
african need to be revised in order to avoid civil conflicts colonial boundaries top
the list of major causes of death and civil wars in africa if the boundaries are left
as they are due to african leadership paranoia peace in africa would remain a
machiavellian hallucination

Eurasian Empires as Blueprints for Ethiopia 2021-02-14

social accountability in ethiopia is a comprehensive guidebook with numerous examples
on the use of social accountability a process by which citizens communities
policymakers and government officials are engaged in constructive dialogue about
justifications for policies and actions among other elements it offers detailed and
thorough discussion of how social accountability tools are used to objectively assess
government service delivery performance and the mechanisms used for addressing service
delivery deficits in constructive and collaborative processes between citizens and
government actors it also discusses how the social accountability practice can be
sustained regularized and mainstreamed in government service delivery decisions it also
enables citizens to voice their needs and concerns and work collaboratively to enhance
the access quality and equity of the public services they use
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Ethiopia’s ‘Developmental State’ 2023-10-05

state and land in ethiopian history focuses on the relationship between the state and
land tenure problems to the exclusion of many other significant aspects of customary
land tenure in ethiopia the student of ethiopian affairs cannot fail to be impressed by
the major role played by the monarchy in the system of land holdings over the long span
of the country s recorded history it is important to remember however that the powers
of the emperors were not static but fluctuated greatly in the last half millennium or
so for which we possess relatively good historical records which had a significant
effect on land tenure this book traces the changing fortunes of the monarchy as well as
examines the theoretical basis of its authority as formulated in contemporary writings
it also examines the manner in which the state affected the system of land tenure from
aksumite times to the eve of the italian invasion of 1935 a chronological approach has
been attempted wherever possible to explain the significant changes as well as the
continuity which has characterized the history of ethiopian land tenure this book also
covers a number of distinct though related matters the allocation of land by the
sovereigns to the nobility provincial governors and other officers of state land grants
to churches and monasteries the operation of royal farms the establishment of state
capitals and their effect on systems of land tenure land ownership by foreigners and
minority groups taxation tribute labor service and other obligations based on or
related to the holding of land as well as landlord tenant relations generally
consideration is also paid to land problems related to the developments of the menilek
haile sellassie period including of roads and the railways and in the case of eritrea
the impact of foreign rule as well as to the legislation of the period which witnessed
the foundations of a modern state

The State of Emergency in Ethiopia. Compatibility to
International Human Rights Obligations 2020-02-11

this book is about the what the how and the why of the united states foreign policy
towards ethiopia from the vantage point of promotion and protection of human rights it
studies factors that shaped it and it draws how it impacted political dynamism of the
nation with diverse cultural and religious landscape it unravels its deficiency in
promotion and protection of human rights in the ages of imperialism cold war
antagonisms and fighting terrorism it argues that the u s had and has wrong diagnoses
of human right problems in ethiopia and hence applied wrong prescriptions based on the
wrong prescriptions and myopia in the foreign policy the u s offered carte blanche for
the discrimination of the ruling class of ethiopia instead of playing positive roles on
promoting the rights of diverse linguistic and ethnic groups in ethiopia the wrong
prescriptions perpetuate and exacerbate human rights violations and damage the
reputation of the u s as the champion of freedom around the world

The Everyday State in Africa 2021-09-30

this work traces the cultural and political history of the oromo their incorporation
into the modern state of ethiopia and their long struggle against colonisation the
author focuses on the development of class and nation class contradictions in the
continuing crisis of the ethiopian state

State and Economic Development in Africa 2017-07-20

when the oppressive marxist leninst dictatorship of the derg collapsed in 1991 there
was hope that a new era might begin for a democratic ethiopia however backed by the
united states the ethiopian peoples revolutionary front established a government that
would not share power instead of a transition to democracy the eprf denied opposition
parties meaningful participation in elections violated human rights and intensified
ethnic distrust among the people according to critics repressions of the government are
on a scale equivalent to those of the world s worst dictatorships vestal examines the
plight of the ethiopian people and counters questionable government pronouncements he
concludes with suggestions for a revised u s policy toward ethiopia and for peaceful
negotiations between the government and its political opposition to develop a more
democratic approach ethiopia an african nation with close ties to the united states
dating from world war ii is a troubled land when the oppressive marxist leninist
dictatorship of the derg collapsed in 1991 there was hope that a new era might begin
for a democratic ethiopia however backed by the u s the ethiopian people s
revolutionary democratic front established a government that would not share power
instead of a transition to democracy the eprdf denied opposition parties meaningful
participation in elections violated human rights and intensified ethnic distrust among
the people according to critics repressions of the government are on a scale equivalent
to those of the world s worst dictatorships vestal examines the plight of the ethiopian
people and counters questionable government pronouncements he concludes with
suggestions for a revised u s policy toward ethiopia and for peaceful negotiations
between the government and its political opposition to develop a more democratic
approach
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Society, State, and History 2008

this book examines the impact of the federal restructuring of ethiopia on ethnic
conflicts the adoption of ethnic federalism in ethiopia was closely related with the
problem of creating a state structure that could be used as instrument of managing the
complex ethno linguistic diversity of the country ethiopia is a multinational country
with about 85 ethno linguistic groups and since the 1960s it suffered from ethno
regional conflicts the book considers multiple governance and state factors that could
explain the difficulties ethiopian federalism faces to realise its objectives these
include lack of political pluralism and the use of ethnicity as the sole instrument of
state organisation federalism and ethnic conflict in ethiopia will be of interest to
students and scholars of federal studies ethnic conflict and regionalism

International Relations of Ethiopia 2004

scientific essay from the year 2013 in the subject sociology individual groups society
language english abstract this paper attempts to assess the rights to electoral
participation and representation of non territorial minorities in oromia regional state
ethiopia in doing so secondary documents like journal articles books magazines and
reports were used data s were also collected from different medias and newspapers to
get the full picture of the study issue accordingly the paper generalizes that the
oromo use the regional autonomy for complete identification of their ethnic group and
the nonterritorial minorities clearly lack legal and institutional protection in the
regional states ethiopia designed ethnic based federal state structure to respond to
the challenges of minorities by developing a counter majority institutional system
however the ethnic based federal state structure also creates local tyranny which will
further complicated the challenges of minority rights at the local constituent unites
of the federation more importantly the ethno territorial organization of the federating
unites of ethiopia left a number of non native peoples of the country out of the
constitutional recognition under the regional constitutions as one of the regional
states of ethiopia oromia regional state the largest in size and number of residence is
the major regional state which large number of non territorial minorities are found the
allocation of home land for each major ethnic group in the country complicated the
right of these dispersed non territorial minorities in the regional state

Social Accountability in Ethiopia: Establishing
Collaborative Relationships between Citizens and the State
2017-12-20

this book offers a new alternative to understanding the relationship between china and
africa here the author not only explores the changing nature of ethiopia s internal
politics as a result of chinese investment and commercial links but also compellingly
questions the existing state centric macro or strategic investigation of china africa
relations by thoroughly reviewing and deploying the second image reversed approach and
the relational concept of state power analytical approaches ziso challenges the western
centric weberian conceptualization of state this volume presents an eclectic approach
to interpret the state transformation in ethiopia in light of chinese capital arguing
for a state in society framework which does not treat the state as a unitary black box
this analysis challenges the conventional binary staple which is often framed on
whether china is the new imperialist power plundering africa s resources or is africa s
historically all weather friend this volume offers an original contribution to
knowledge on china s relations with ethiopia in particular and with africa in general

The Evolution of Ethiopian Absolutism 1996

ethiopia stands out as a leading example of state led development in africa tom lavers
offers in this book a comprehensive multi sector analysis of ethiopia s development
project examining how regimes maintain power during the extended periods required to
bring about economic transformation specifically lavers explores how the ethiopian
peoples revolutionary democratic front eprdf 1991 2019 sought to maintain political
order through economic transformation and why the party collapsed leading to the
outbreak of civil war in 2020 the book argues that the eprdf sought to secure mass
acquiescence through distribution of land and employment however rapid population
growth and the limits of industrial policy in the contemporary global economy led to a
distributive crisis that was a central factor in the regime s collapse this ethiopian
experience raises important questions about the prospects for economic transformation
elsewhere on the continent this title is also available as open access on cambridge
core at doi org 9781009428316

State and Land in Ethiopian History 2006-02-04

The United States and Ethiopia 2013-01-29
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Oromia and Ethiopia: State Formation and Ethnonational
Conflict, 1868-1992 1993-09-30

Ethiopia 1999

Federalism and Ethnic Conflict in Ethiopia 2013-07-31

Pastoralists, Ethnicity and the State in Ethiopia 1997

Minority Rights. An Assessment of the Rights to Electoral
Participation and Representation of Non-Territorial
Minorities in Ethiopia 2016-12-05

People, Space and the State 2004

The State, the Crisis of State Institutions, and Refugee
Migration in the Horn of Africa 2007

A Post State-Centric Analysis of China-Africa Relations
2017-11-03

The Good Samaritan 2014

Ethiopia's 'developmental State' 2024

Ethopia 2013

Ethiopia and the United States: The season of courtship
2003-01-01

The "imagining" of nations 1997
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